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[The scene opens with an animated graphic of a globe spinning rapidly, symbolizing global 
growth in the gaming industry.]  
The gaming industry isn't just growing –  
 
[screen explodes] 
it's exploding at an unprecedented rate.  
 
[Show various social media plaBorms (Instagram, YouTube, TwiFer, Facebook, TikTok)] 
And a key reason for this explosion is social media. 
 
[TransiKon to an infographic-style animaKon showing staKsKcs of rise of social media plaBorms 
over the years (Facebook, YouTube, Reddit, TwiFer, Instagram, Snapchat, Discord, TikTok).] 
As social media grew over the decades - from 970 million users in 2010 to 4.95 billion in 2023 –  
 
[and another line showing acKve increase of video gamers worldwide (3.32 billion) using 
dynamic visuals represenKng growth.] 
the number of acKve gamers also increased exponenKally during that Kme, rising from 1.99 
billion in 2015 to 3.32 billion in 2023. 
 
[An animated depicKon of ostracized teens looking isolated and disheartened at an old 
computer.] 
But what is it about social media that can bring what was once a hobby for ostracized teens… 
 
[From the old computer flows an animated depicKon of a thriving gaming industry with bustling 
acKvity, colorful graphics, and dollar signs. The teen – and his computer – are transformed 
accordingly. A large mountain made of gold encompasses it all.] 
to a $282.3 billion dollar industry in only a decade? 
 
[A Viewer Avatar pops up in the corner and looks at the gold mountain, then back at the 
camera. The Avatar walks to the mountain with a pickax and begins working on the mountain. 
Pieces are breaking off.] 
And how can you get a piece of that acKon? 
 
[A vibrant, animated Ktle card transiKons onto the scene: “4 Ways You Can Tap into Gaming’s 
MulK-Billion Dollar Industry”.] 
Here are four money making ways social media has revoluKonized the way games are 
developed, marketed, and experienced…  
 



[Viewer Avatar loads gold pieces in a bag, slings it over its shoulder and walks off screen 
confidently.] 
…and how you can make bank playing along. 
 
[Showcase various social media plaBorms with gaming communiKes. Text: “1. Community 
Building and Engagement”] 
Number one. Community Building and Engagement 
 
[Cut to animated visuals of gamers engaging on social media plaBorms, chalng, and sharing 
gameplay.] 
Social media has basically turned into virtual gaming hubs, where players from all corners of the 
globe can come together.  
 
[AnimaKon of a virtual gaming world with avatars of gamers engaging in mulKplayer games, 
tournaments, and collaboraKve gaming sessions.] 
Now, gamers have the power to connect, share their gaming adventures, and dive into lively 
discussions.  
 
[Above the scene, display social media icons. Include speech bubbles above each player avatar 
with snippets of conversaKons and expressions of connecKon and friendship.] 
Thanks to social media, these lively and Kght-knit communiKes are a place where gamers can 
feel connected and part of something big. 
 
[Viewer Avatar creates its own player avatar and joins in on the discussions. Everyone is 
welcoming.] 
Get involved online in the communiKes that interest you most, become part of the crowd, 
interact and build a reputaKon as someone who knows and loves gaming. 
 
[TransiKon to visuals highlighKng game development processes and social media interacKons.] 
Text: “Direct Involvement in Game Development”] 
Number two. Direct Involvement in Game Development 
 
[A bustling game development studio, with designers and programmers engrossed in their work 
at their desks. Zoom in on a group of developers gathered around a large screen displaying 
game analyKcs and player feedback.] 
Social media has bridged the gap between gamers and developers, allowing for direct 
communicaKon and feedback.  
 
[Cut to a close-up of a developer wearing headphones, intensely focused on listening to audio 
feedback from players, analyzing feedback data on their computers, highlighKng various issues 
and concerns raised by players] 
Developers can now listen to player suggesKons, address issues,  
 



[Cut to a Kme-lapse sequence showing the game evolving based on the feedback received, with 
developers coding and tesKng new features.] 
and even implement changes in real-Kme, making games more tailored to the preferences of 
the gaming community. 
 
[Viewer Avatar provides game feedback to the ommunity  and other gamers and game 
developers are impressed by its insights.] 
So, take every opportunity to provide construcKve criKcism to the developers of the games you 
love and play the most. They want to hear from you!  
 
[Game developer DM’s Viewer Avatar and they have a healthy back-and-forth. Both sides are 
enjoying the discussion.] 
The more trust and recogniKon you have with them, the more they will look for your feedback. 
Which can lead you to… 
 
[Cut to visuals of gaming influencers creaKng content and engaging with their audience. Text: 
“Influencer MarkeKng”] 
Number three. Influencer MarkeKng 
 
[TransiKon to a dynamic montage of various social media influencers creaKng content, including 
streaming gameplay, unboxing new games, and sharing their thoughts on gaming trends.] 
In the realm of gaming promoKon, social media influencers reign supreme. 
 
[Cut to popular influencer’s (Kyle ‘Bugha’ Giersdorf) gamer avatar ‘Bugha’ interacKng with his 
followers’ avatars on a live stream, showcasing gameplay highlights and discussing game 
features. 1.13M subscribers is magnified] 
With their massive followings, they are literal game-changers when it comes to promoKng 
games.  
 
[Zoom in on Bugha providing an honest review of a newly released game, expressing his 
genuine opinions and experiences. Viewer Avatar is seen in the community.] 
They whip up engaging content,  
 
[TransiKon to a sequence showcasing Bugha parKcipaKng in gaming events, convenKons, and 
meet-and-greets, further expanding his reach and impact.]  
share their gaming journeys, and dish out honest reviews  
 
[Cut to a visual representaKon of game sales charts and staKsKcs, showing a sharp increase in 
sales arer Bugha posiKvely promotes a game.] 
that really sway their audience's buying choices,  
 
[A montage of fans excitedly purchasing and playing the games recommended by Bugha. A 
graph with an arrow shooKng upward in steps, ever increasing.] 
sending game sales skyrockeKng. 



 
[Viewer Avatar stands on the graph, stomps its foot, and another line appears toward the 
boFom, shooKng upward. Viewer Avatar stands on the line as conqueror as it rises...] 
And there’s no reason that influencer can’t be you.  
 
[and rises…] 
Arer all, you know the games,  
 
[and rises…] 
you’ve built up the community  
 
[and rises…] 
and helped the developers,  
 
[and rises. A crowd of gamer, developer and other influencer avatars cheer Viewer Avatar on as 
the line conKnues up.] 
and they know and trust you.  
 
[Money falls from above (OS), landing at Viewer Avatar’s feet. At the top right corner of the 
screen a door opens and Viewer Avatar shovels the money into the door, enters and hangs out a 
shingle ‘You Want Me, You Really Want Me”.] 
It’s Kme to earn some money for your experience, knowledge and access to fans. 
 
[AdverKsers, sponsors, game developers rush up the same graph line and knock at Viewer 
Avatar’s door, flashing money, free games and products. Viewer Avatar opens the door, smiles 
and invites them in. They run in happily.] 
And they’ll be happy to pay you, because now you have the ability to… 
 
[TransiKon to world map and viral games (Minecrar, Fortnite, Roblox, Among Us, Pokémon Go, 
Candy Crush, Angry Bird, Tetris) popping up then spreading across social media and the world. 
Text: Number 4: “Create Viral and Trending Content”] 
Number four. Create Viral Content and Trending Challenges 
 
[Cut to scenes of gamers parKcipaKng in viral challenges, showcasing their skills and creaKvity 
while playing games.] 
In a digital world driven by trends and shares… 
 
[Show viral game spinoffs e.g. movies, merch, etc.] 
social media's viral nature has the power to propel games to stardom overnight.  
 
[TransiKon to a screen showing memes related to popular games spreading rapidly across social 
plaBorms, to non-gamers, accompanied by likes, shares, and comments.] 
Viral challenges, memes, and capKvaKng gameplay videos can generate massive buzz,  
 



[Cut to game downloads and player engagement skyrockeKng.] 
aFracKng millions of players  
 
[Zoom out to show Kmeline of these viral games’ popularity graph.] 
and sustaining a game's popularity for years. 
 
[Viewer Avatar types at keyboard, sits back and dramaKcally hits send. On its computer screen, 
a wagon with a one-man-marching band takes off across the world. Its avatar community jumps 
on board the ‘bandwagon’ as it zips crazily around the world map.] 
And now you have what it takes to start a viral trend – a community of eager gamers, 
developers, adverKsers and sponsors who trust you and are ready to take part in the fun that 
you create.  
 
[Cut to a montage showcasing various aspects of social media's influence on gaming, including 
community building, developer interacKons, influencer hype, and viral trends.] 
And there you have it! 4 Ways You Can Tap Into Gaming’s MulK-Billion Dollar Industry simply by 
doing what you love most - gaming.  
 
[Closing shot: The Viewer Avatar is on screen encouraging viewers to share their favorite ways 
social media has changed gaming.] 
Which of these four do you like the most? How about the least? Drop us a comment below! See 
you online! 
 
[Fade out with the video logo and music.] 
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